The Pipeline Monitoring Systems (PMS) have been appeared as an interesting research area that should be deeply studied. Accordingly, the pipelines in industrial and critical domains must be permanently supervised to guarantee their continuous functionality and to offer a comprehensive fluid distribution system. Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) technology is the most suitable technique to detect and to localise anomalies in pipelines. This is enabled by the intelligent sensors that establish an efficient pipeline data collection and streaming and the realtime system reaction in case of failure detection. In this survey, we give a holistic view of WSN-PMS based on recent state of the art. We present the taxonomy for WSN-PMS in which we detail their specifications and address their challenges to enhance their real deployment. We review the different WSN-based pipeline leak detection methods and discuss their accuracy and effectiveness level to give depth knowledge on WSN-PMS.
Introduction
Pipelines are the best way to transport various kinds of fluid. They are employed by several manufacturing industries and require being continuously supervised due to their essential role in the production system and to overcome any possible failure.
In this context, several researches (Felemban et al., 2015a; Ali et al., 2015; Tan et al., 2015) have focused on Pipeline Monitoring Systems (PMS) to supervise transported fluid (Water, Oil & Gas) for various domains and applications under different conditions.
In order to guarantee an efficient and safe fluid distribution, security measures should be strongly considered where the security level depends on the distance between the source and the destination. Thus, PMS requires more investigation and consideration when distances are important. PMS should be aware of any functional, environmental conditions and any hazardous problems (sabotage, illegal tapping, terrorist actions, leakage, etc.) to avoid harmful and severe consequences on environment and economy (Almazyad et al., 2014) .
SCADA system (Boyer, 2009; Trung, 1995) was the oldest technology to monitor pipelines. However, SCADA solutions use expensive equipment requiring high maintenance cost. Moreover, development environment is inflexible as the protocols and softwares used are proprietry (Yoon et al., 2011; Nasir et al., 2012) . More recently, Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) (Costa et al., 2014) emerges as the adequate technology to monitor any kind of pipelines under any environment and domain due to its intelligent sensors having several features such as the real-time monitoring, the autonomous control, the secure, the quick routing and so on (Akyildiz et al., 2002; Yick et al., 2008) . The WSN widespread deployment is shown by its frequent use in different applications and domains such as agriculture (Rehman et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2013a; Srbinovska et al., 2015; Simbeye et al., 2014; Haule and Michael, 2014; Roy et al., 2015) , industry (Gisbert et al., 2014; Allan, 2013; Giménez et al., 2013; Arthi et al., 2013) , environment (Ganiyu et al., 2014; Khatua and Misra, 2014; Chen et al., 2014) , security (Ghosal and DasBit, 2014; Astorga et al., 2013; Fayed et al., 2012) and more others. In the same context, many WSN-PMS were proposed for different pipeline environments such as underground (Wu et al., 2014; Mustafa and Chou, 2012; Qiao et al., 2016) , underwater (Mohamed et al., 2010; Baojun et al., 2014; Zheng et al., 2013; Mahmood et al., 2014) or above ground (Rashid et al., 2014a; Almazyad et al., 2014) and for different materials (gases [Anupama et al., 2014] , liquids [water, oil; Anupama et al., 2014; Yoon et al., 2011] and fluidised solids). Furthermore, the WSN-PMS deployment environment requires the use of different types of smart sensors (fixed, mobile) and the support of heterogeneous data types (texts, scalars, images, videos, etc.) .
Thereby, pipeline monitoring system becomes a significant challenge that requires a continuous control process and needs to be strongly investigated. This topic is extremely important in the way in which it draws our attention to deeply detail and discuss the PMS specifications and constraints related to each application domain. Furthermore, the relevant role of PMS in the Fluid Distribution System (FDS) to transport fluids through different conditions smartly and safely necessitates the use of intelligent technologies and flexible models to perform a real-time monitoring. In this way, we are interested to show the great performance of WSN as a suitable solution to optimise the PMS process and to allow secure FDS activities which is tremendously considered in recent research areas such as the Industry 4.0 era. Therefore, WSN-PMS is seriously studied in this paper showing its main architectures, challenges, issues and its use in myriad of pipeline applications with a harmonic way. Besides, we highlight the major WSN-based approaches and methods used to cope with PMS challenges and to detect and localise pipeline anomalies in order to enhance the monitoring task and to design a workable system. This smart system can guarantee the future success of industries and create new clear business objectives.
This paper proceeds as follows: in Section 2, we provide a detailed description of WSN-PMS reviewed works. In Section 3, we present the basic WSN-PMS architecture. Section 4 synthesises studies about WSN-PMS that leads to WSN-PMS taxonomy. Section 5 details some WSN-PMS projects by highlighting their purposes and architectures. Section 6 discusses open issues and challenges related to WSN-PMS. Section 7 establishes a comparative synthesis between WSN-PMS applications. Then, Section 8 discusses leak detection methods and shows their specific characteristics. Finally, our conclusions are presented in the last section.
Related works
Several researches were concentrated on this emergent domain, each one aimed to present the specific characteristics, requirements, challenges and features of the considered pipeline monitoring system. Al- Kadi et al. (2013) discussed the solutions proposed to solve the famous leak problem in the underground pipeline system using the WSN. Also, BenSaleh et al. (2013) presented the water pipelines monitoring as a challenging task that must be covered by the use of different techniques either by wired networks or wirelessly or even by the combination between these two methods. Murvay and Silea (2012) highlighted that the gas transport can be a dangerous and harmful task because of gas leaks that can occur frequently. For this reason, it is much recommended to provide efficient techniques to monitor these incidents and to protect environment and humans from their bad effects. Therefore, authors presented the state of the art of these various leak detection techniques, pointed out the different leak detection methods and listed the specificities of each presented technique. Owojaiye and Sun (2013) presented the design issues that should be taken into account to enable and allow a reliable deployment of WSN-PMS. An in-depth study of these issues helps to overcome the pipeline anomalies and guarantee an efficient transmission of any kind of resources even through much large distances. Adejo et al. (2013) were interested to present the influence of the WSN applications on the oil and gas pipeline monitoring in industrial domain. They reviewed the typical WSN applications in oil industry and, then, the deployments of WSN in oil and gas scenario as case studies. Table 1 recapitulates and classifies surveys and overviews related to different WSN-PMS categories by detailing their principal studied points. 
WSN-PMS architecture
A typical and general architecture of this system is shown in Figure 1 , it consists of autonomous sensor nodes placed along the pipeline which capture data within and around the pipe. These sensors send collected data and transfer it to the sink that acts as a gateway node between the first tier and the second tier. Depending on the development environment (underwater, underground or above ground), this architecture can have different behaviours. Mohamed et al. (2011) highlighted the various architectures that can be used to monitor underwater pipelines and which are classified into wired and wireless architectures evaluated based on reliability factors such as the connectivity of the network, the continuity of power supply, and the physical network security.
Besides the underwater wired sensor network architecture, authors have focused on the underwater acoustic WSN architecture and the RF WSN as shown in Table 2 . 
WSN-PMS taxonomy
Given the large and the increasing number of pipeline systems that are deployed to ensure the perfect transport of fluids, we classify the WSN-PMS taking into consideration the deployment environment (underground, underwater and above ground). Each type of these categories can be crossed by any kind of fluid such as oil, gas, water and others. Regardless the type of fluid, each category requires a specific type of sensors, monitoring methodology, techniques, architecture, and so on. Table 3 highlights the characteristics, applications, relevant research issues, challenges, related to different WSN-PMS categories. Table 3 Taxonomy of WSN-PMS
Underground

Underwater Above ground
Best known contributions (Sun et al., 2011; Stoianov et al., 2007; Sadeghioon et al., 2014; Kadri et al., 2011; Whittle et al., 2013; Tan and Sun, 2013; Sun and Akyildiz, 2009; Sun and Akyildiz, 2010 . Hence, it is a challenging task for researchers to monitor this category of pipelines especially for its emergent utilisation in various domains (Abushanab, 2013; Kim, 2011 ).
-Underwater pipeline monitoring system: Owing to the economic feasibility of this system, many countries planned to build a number of new underwater pipeline infrastructures. These pipelines can be spread over several kilometres and can even be established between countries to transport fluid. Since it is impossible to integrate human effort, this system must use autonomous and efficient sensors and equipment to maintain a real time and a reliable monitoring and localisation of disasters.
-Above-ground pipeline monitoring system: This is a practical system for applications for gases and liquids transport. The economics and continued successful performance of this unique piping material are evident despite the extreme climatic conditions that may sometimes exist in some of these diverse applications. The above-ground piping systems can be subjected to variations in environment conditions.
Related projects for WSN-based pipeline monitoring system (WSN-PMS)
This section highlights the recent research projects covering the WSN-PMS deployed in different scenarios such as underground, underwater and above ground. Each environment presents its own characteristics, requirements and issues. In Figure 2 , the different mechanisms that are studied in this section are regrouped. -The hub layer: consisted of the pressure sensors and acoustic sensors that were deployed inside the pipeline at the checkpoints or the pump stations which make them resource-rich, high-power devices with higher processing capabilities. These two types of sensors were equipped with the magnetic induction transceivers to communicate with the sensors located in soil and buried along the underground pipelines. The acoustic sensors were used to detect small leakages near checkpoints and pump stations. On the other hand, the pressure sensors employed the transient-based method and sent the measurements to the administrator centre that was able to identify some suspicious areas under the pipelines. Then, this latter notified pressure sensors about suspicious areas which in turn woke up in-soil sensors by sending to them the data request.
Underground
-The in-soil sensor layer: consists of different types of soil property sensors that were deployed along the underground pipelines to sense soil properties. After their wake up, these sensors measured the required soil properties, processed the measured data, and transmitted it wirelessly in a multi-hop communication along the underground pipelines to the processing hubs located at the checkpoints and pump stations. Therefore, by innetwork processing, the processing hubs collaborated to determine the leakage occurrence. If a leakage happened, the detection results were sent to the remote administration centre to inform the pipeline repair personnel to fix it in time.
Therefore, the use of the MI waveguide-based wireless was a solution to transmit underground measurements. This method (Al-Kadi et al., 2013) was performed by the use of coil of wire winded on the pipeline. The signal in the transmitter coil was modulated by a sinusoidal current, which produced a time-varying magnetic field that induced another sinusoidal current in the receiver coil and accomplished the underground MI wireless communication as shown in Figure 3 . In order to facilitate monitoring procedure, authors divided the long pipeline into multiple pipeline sections by the checkpoints or pump stations. Each pipeline section had two checkpoints or pump stations at the two terminals. Furthermore, they aimed to build a test bed for MISE-PIPE on Crossbow Mica2 mote to conduct field experiments to test its performance on leakages detection and localisation for real underground pipelines. 
PIPENET: a wireless sensor network for pipeline monitoring
PIPENET was described in Stoianov et al. (2007) , as a system based on WSN for detecting, localising and quantifying the anomalies which can occur in the large water transmission pipelines. These anomalies can be either blockages, leakages or malfunction in the control valves. This system was deployed in collaboration with Boston Water and Sewer Communication (BWSC) and was based on Intel motes providing remote real-time monitoring and guaranteeing a long battery life time. These motes were necessary in order to maintain a real-time data acquisition and analysis. To simplify the monitoring process, authors divided it into three stages and the monitoring architecture is hierarchic with clustered topology. This network was an example of in-pipe inspection methods that aimed to collect hydraulic and acoustic/vibration data by the use of sensing parameters such as the accelerometer, flow, and pressure at high-sampling rates.
The detection task was based on a 3D architecture: the first tier presented the Intel motes collaborated together to collect local signal processing and to send data to the second tier via Bluetooth. The second tier referred to the gateway node that was responsible for storing and relaying data to the third tier via GPRS. The third tier or the backend server made the adequate decision. In order to exploit spatial and temporal data correlation and to detect effects, authors deployed algorithms for leak detection and localisation by incorporating correlated data fusion and clustered aggregation techniques which provided a near real-time operation with few false alarms.
SmartPipes: smart wireless sensor networks for leak detection in water pipelines
Owing to the increase of vital pipelines assigned to transport water, it was very essential to protect this resource and to provide reliable solutions which are able to monitor in a real time the water distribution in underground pipelines.
In this context, Sadeghioon et al. (2014) proposed a WSN for leak detection in water underground pipeline using the measurement of relative indirect pressure changes in plastic pipes. On the other way, this solution named SmartPipes was called to measure the pressure profiles and their changes and referring on it, it could locate the leak with the minimum of energy consumption. Concerning the system design, authors proposed that each node communicates with both nodes in front and behind itself via RF signals.
For every four to five nodes, there was a master node communicating with sensor nodes via the RF transmission and was able to connect to the internet to transmit the collected data to the cloud system. This data in the cloud could be easily accessed via different devices with internet connectivity as shown in Figure 4 .
Figure 4
Underground wireless sensor network (UWSN) for a pipeline monitoring system (Sadeghioon et al., 2014) Authors suggested that, in order to gather information as easy as possible and to permit an efficient pipeline monitoring, sensors must be non-invasive to the pipe, low in power consumption and easy to install. Therefore, it will be easier to collect data without high sampling rates and extensive data. Furthermore, to detect leaks, authors used a novel non-invasive relative pressure sensing method based on Force Sensitive Resistors (FSR) technology (Metje et al., 2012) , like it is shown in Figure 5 . This sensor measured pressure in the underground pipeline which ensured that the changing of diameter of the pipeline was caused by the internal pressure changes. Another parameter that could help to detect and localise leaks is the temperature of the pipe's surroundings and the pipe wall. Then, the temperature may be affected by the water leaking from a pipe into the ground. For this, a commercial temperature sensor (LM35) was used to detect temperature fluctuations of a pipe. In order to validate this method, it was tested in laboratory and fields trials. In this test, authors used a system with a common water pump to circulate water in the system; a hole was made in the middle section of the pipe sections, and five FSR sensors were attached to the PVC pipe sections at 2-m intervals. Sensors 1, 2 and 3 were located before the leak and Sensors 4 and 5 were located after the leak. Signals from the FSR-based pressure assemblies were recorded at 100 samples per second for each sensor.
Autonomous sensing for leakage detection in underground water pipeline
To deploy an autonomous system for underground water pipelines in order to detect leakages is very important to reduce their bed effects on the water conduit. Kadri et al. (2011) proposed a reliable system able to detect and localise the position of the leak using an autonomous sensing technology based on the employment of the acoustic features of the noise procedure by water leakages. The proposed platform was applied in a test bed on the roof of Politecnico di Torino in Italy. This system was divided on three tiers such as the transmitter, the gateway and the backend server as shown in Figure 6 . The transmitter was a free flooding device that flows freely in the pipe and composed of three components, a hydrophone, a processing and control board and a radio frequency board (RF). The hydrophone sensed the noise caused by the water leakage. The processing and control board was described as the brain of this detection part by allowing several tasks like the control data transmission, the decrease of the power consumption in the module and including the microprocessor, memories, analogue-to-digital converter (ADC), etc. The radio frequency board (RF) was responsible for the transmission of data between the transmitter and multiple relay nodes and vice versa. These relay nodes were fixed on the ground, composed by a radio frequency part which enabled its communication with the transmitter and a wireless communication part to communicate with the backend server where the majority of algorithms and analysis were done. This system was flexible so that it allowed to add or to remove a part of the pipeline. Furthermore, to ensure the driving task of the system, authors placed two butterfly valves at the two opposite sides of the pipe. In another hand, various requirements must be taken into account concerning the RF antenna design. It must define a reduced space by enabling small antenna with petals with reduced radiuses, and simplify the radio frequency circuit by identifying a planar solution that implements a whole set of matching circuits inside the loop. Figure 6 The model of the proposed system (Kadri et al., 2011) To detect the position of the leak, authors suggested two scenarios depending on the position of the hydrophone to measure the background noise. After simulation and the application of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm on the logged data, authors noticed that the leak can be detected by the change of its peak frequency. Moreover, they noted that the distance between the sensing device and the position of leak affects the results and its precision.
Sensor network for monitoring and control of
water distribution systems Whittle et al. (2013) were interested to study the importance of the water distribution system and to highlight its characteristics and its challenging requirements. Then, given the vital role of this system either for providing potable water to public persons or for carrying water from water sources to industries or other commercial companies, it offered a fundamental system. However, the deployment of this system was limited by the presence of bursts which reduced its reliability. For this reason, it was required to save environment from water loss by developing an efficient method to detect, localise and pinpoint leaks in underground pipelines. Therefore, the use of a wireless sensing technology revealed a feasible solution based on the employment of several low-cost sensing devices and allowing a real-time online underground pipeline monitoring and hence, enabling a remote detection and localisation of incidents and an in-time processing. This proposed solution was a platform called WaterWise that had been deployed in Singapore since 2009, starting with eight nodes collecting only pressure data and up to 50 nodes over multiple zones with an area of 80 km 2 and sensing different water quality parameters. This platform was under the WaterWise project initiated in 2008 by the Singapore-MIT Alliance for Research and Technology and Singapore's Public Utilities Board (PUB) to improve the state of the art with respect to in-situ, real-time sensing and modelling of water distribution systems. As it is shown in Figure 7 , the WaterWise platform was composed by three layers: the on-line WSN, the Integrated Data and Electronic Alerts System (IDEAS), and the Decision Support Tools Module (DSTM).
 Concerning the WSN, each sensor node was equipped with a GPS for time synchronisation, a 3G modem for data transmission, a 2GB card for storage, 72MHz ARM Cortex M3 CPU with 64KB of RAM, powered by a 33Ah 12V battery, which was charged either by a solar panel or by an AC line taken from a nearby lamppost (from 7pm to 7am) and stored in an enclosure with its batteries and mounted on a pole. These sensors were used to sense hydraulic parameters (pressure, flow, and hydrophone) and water quality (pH, conductivity, temperature, etc.). The first data were transmitted either in 30 seconds intervals or processed locally via the IDEAS event detection algorithm. The pressure transients caused by the sudden change in the flow caused the pipe bursts.
 Integrated Data and Electronic Alerts System (IDEAS) was the responsible for data management, processing and alert notifications. These data were obtained either from WSN or from the information concerning occurred events. Among detection techniques used here, we note, firstly, the wavelet event detection technique which used a multiscale pressure signal analysis to detect the pressure transient and applied an algorithm to recognise the noise and the coherent signal. Secondly, the time-domain eventdetection technique based on statistical heuristics enabled detection of transient signals at different time scales.
Furthermore, in this layer, the platform used a graph-based search algorithm considering the arrival times of transient events as input to localise the event position. Therefore, a model of the network graph was represented by edges limited by vertices which modulated the pipe junctions. For each edge, the travel time was contributed. This time was obtained by dividing the edge length by the wave speed and in order to localise the event, the burst must occur at two or more measurement points. Authors estimated that if the burst was detected at a specific time and between two nodes i and j, its best location was always fixed on the nearest junction. Then, to localise the position of the burst, they used the Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) estimates for burst events. Further, in this platform, authors tried to distinguish between the real bursts and pressure transients caused by the normal function of the system like the pumping or valve operations. Also, they were able to classify pressure transients (irregular, sharp regular, slow, typical, pressure drop following a rise and transients caused by valve opening and closure) using time-domain event detection technique described above and they identified hotspots as unknown locations of infrequent events based on the analyse frequency of transients.
 Decision Support Tools Module (DSTM) used the data provided from the IDEAS as input to decision tools that modelled the water network as a set of demand-zones. Then, in this system, there was a real-time hydraulic model (EPANET Model) which was calibrated by the most recent pressure and flow data from sensor nodes and allowed an estimation of the consumption of each demand-zone. Moreover, this on-line hydraulic model gave several decisions such as:
-On demand operation simulation to detect the event impact on the network and to make the appropriate decision. These simulations helped the engineer to identify the affected pipe and to localise the abnormal flow and pressure.
-The demand prediction tool to predict the water consumption and to compare it with the actual consumption.
-Water age analysis to allow the prediction of the water age. This indication allowed engineers to select older areas in order to avoid this anomaly.
Pump optimisation enabled the decrease of the pumping energy consumption due to the optimisation of the pumping schedules. Authors aimed to detect slow leaks and to optimise energy consumption costs.
Figure 7
The proposed design of the platform WaterWise (Whittle et al., 2013) 5.2 Underwater pipeline monitoring based on wireless sensor networks system 5.2.1 A fault-tolerant acoustic sensor network for monitoring underwater pipeline Mohamed et al. (2014) discussed the effects of faults on the Underwater Acoustic Sensor Network (UASN) functionality.
Although this system was able to monitor long underwater pipelines, it presented a challenging task concerning the reliability of the communication among nodes because of the increase of faults between contiguous nodes and the creation of holes between them which divided the linear pipe into segments. Since there was a multi-hop communication between nodes, and because of these holes, nodes could not reach each other which dropped the performance of the network. However, referring to the Node Sensing Rang (NSR), authors highlighted that the UASN-P could tolerate some faults happened between two neighbouring nodes having a covered area between them and monitored NSR times. Furthermore, they defined the size of a hole as the number of failed nodes and the Disconnecting Hole (DH) as the hole that can disconnect the network into two segments when the hole size is larger than or equal to the Maximum Jump Factor (MJF). Then, authors listed the different types of faults in UASN-P while explaining their impacts. Afterward, they introduced a solution to overcome these faults named Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) which was introduced and classified into two types: firstly, the Sensing Vehicles (SV) which covered the DH by providing connectivity in the disconnected segments and sensing coverage in the hole position and, secondly, the Sensor Delivery Vehicle (SDV) which was able to carry, to cover holes and to deliver carried sensors at the DH. This solution was cheaper than the first one but it didn't provide the efficient coverage like the SV solution. Moreover, due to the low number of faulty vehicles in the SV solution and to its mobility, it was considered better than SDV solution. Based on experiments results, authors estimated that the AUV solution enhanced the coverage of the UASN-P by reducing the impact of sudden faults and minimised the faults problems by providing replacement nodes either using SV or SDV solutions.
An efficient framework for autonomous
underwater vehicle extended sensor networks for pipeline monitoring Jawhar et al. (2013) focused on the monitoring of linear structure by the deployment of a Linear Sensor Network (LSN). This network was employed to monitor underwater pipeline by the use of sensor nodes (SN) which were able to collect data and to transmit it to the above-ground sink via Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs). This sink will, in turn, send this processed data to the Network Control Centre (NCC). This network architecture, as shown in the figure below, was called AUV-based LSNs (ALSNs). As depicted in Figure 8 , the ALSN architecture is hierarchic composed by four levels, the SN, AUV, surface sink and the NCC. The SN were placed regularly on linear form to collect data and send it to the AUV when it reached their transmission range. The AUVs, thanks to their mobility, were able to collect data from SN and to move along the pipeline with changing their forward speed corresponding to required time for collecting data. These data will be sent to the NCC located in the sea surface.
In case of long pipeline, authors recommended to divide it into segments. Each one was limited by two sinks and there was one AUV which circled between them. Furthermore, they discussed the various AUV movements and analysed the design parameters such as its speed (Constant Speed AUV [CSA] or Variable Speed AUV [VSA]), its height from the pipeline and the communication range. Then, they evaluated the performance of the two algorithms CSA and VSA in terms of the delivery ratio and average delay and revealed that the second one was more efficient.
Figure 8
The AUV-based LSNs (ALSNs) (Jawhar et al., 2013) 
Underwater monitoring system for oil exploration using acoustic sensor networks
Lopes Ribeiro et al. (2014) proposed an underwater monitoring system responsible for the oil transportation in Campos Basin, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. This system deployed different types of equipments such as acoustic sensors, platforms and logistic-support vessels. The architecture of the proposed system, shown in Figure 9 , was divided into two domains: the underwater domain and the not-underwater domain.
The first one was composed of the acoustic sensor nodes that generate data to be collected by the mobile acoustic sensors or the vessels which transmitted these data through the not-underwater domain. Therefore, these mobile sensors were considered as an intermediary between the two domains.
In addition, these mobile nodes (MN) could be divided into two types either those which were able to send the data to the external network or the mobile Edge nodes (MEN). Therefore, the MNs were equipped with the acoustic transmission to collect data from acoustic sensors and the radio system to communicate with the MENs that transmitted data to the external centre. In addition, it was important to identify the number of mobile sensors which must be in the range of each sensor. Authors chose to use the Epidemic protocol for forwarding information from sensors. On the other hand, authors focused on the deployment of the sensors and their localisation. Therefore, it was important to estimate the distance between sensors and to calculate their specific position. For this end, they employed the Angle of Arrival (AOA) method and they used a logistic-support vessel, a Floating Production Storage and Offloading (FPSO) and a platform for the localisation process. Taking into account the simulation scenarios and the communication simulation parameters, authors affirmed that the efficiency of the system had a great relation with the increase of the number of vessels.
Above-ground pipeline monitoring based on wireless sensor network system
A proposed scalable design and simulation of wireless sensor network-based long-distance water pipeline leakage monitoring system
Almazyad et al. (2014) presented a scalable design and simulation of non-real-time RFID-WSN-based long-distance above-ground water pipeline leakage monitoring system. Their main objective was to reduce as much as possible the percentage of leakages and other anomalies which could occur along the pipeline. In this section, it was important to provide a more reliable monitoring with the lower energy consumption and the higher flexibility. Authors deployed two technologies, the WSN and the Radio Frequency Identification (RFID). The system was based on mobile wireless sensor nodes cooperating with each other and respecting a certain order to form a multimode model as shown in Figure 10 . The RFID technology was used to localise the position of the sensor by using the signals of the active RFID tags placed outside the pipe in fixed positions. These sensor nodes were operated under a duty-cycle mechanism. Then, each node had its proper active time in which it left it to pass to a sleep mode when another node became active. This method ensured the efficiency of the network and minimised as much as possible the energy consumption. In addition, to wake up, there were a set of wake-up techniques used by the sensor node such as interrupt-driven method, the location-based and time-based wakeup methods.
The energy consumption was considered the main parameter to follow and to evaluate each technology. Authors referred to mathematical modelling and analysis using MATLAB Simulator. Simulations proved that the work share between nodes decreased the energy consumption. They estimated that the interrupt-driven method was better than the location-based and time-based wake-up methods due to its scalability. Concerning the memory usage, it was recommended to increase the distance between RFID tags. Rashid et al. (2014b) presented a technique based on the transient pressure waves combined with wavelet analysis in order to detect and localise leaks and other bursts. The used approach for leakage and burst detection was based on collaboration between sensor nodes for event-detection. The proposed system was composed by two modules such as the data collection and communication module and the signal processing and decision make-up module.
A method for distributed pipeline burst and leakage detection in wireless sensor networks using transform analysis
 In the communication module, the ZigBee standard was used. The digital pressure and temperature sensors could communicate via the RS-485, RS-23, or SPI interface. Then, it presented a hierarchical system with a linear infrastructure where the collected data (pressure data) were transmitted from sensor nodes to the cluster head via multi-hop communication using the RSSI of the neighbouring nodes.
 In the signal processing module, the leakage was detected by the difference between the pressure inside and outside the pipeline and which created a Negative Pressure Wave (NPW). The leakage location was predicted by the time delay between the normal pressure wave inside the pipeline and the NPW. The leakage provoked a large amount of noise that could be resolved by the short time Fourier transform method as a first solution. However, the limitation of the fixed resolution persisted which encouraged the wavelet analyses to transform the NPW to wavelets to be compressed respecting the proceedings of each procedure. In order to improve the results, a test bed for experimentation was done using Honeywell sensors as pressure transducers sending data to Waspmotes and transmitting it to the data aggregator board. Then, various scenarios were observed to detect accurately the leak and to identify its position. Also, an algorithm for leak detection was implemented in a distributed manner based on a set of experiments held in above-ground environment and demonstrated the performance in terms of distance range, the accuracy and detection time.
WSN-PMS challenges
Although the emergent use of WSN for pipeline monitoring as already discussed, this technology addresses various challenges that should be studied to guarantee a Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) of pipelines. These challenges can depend on the pipeline application environment as showed in Table 3 but there are common ones that should be seriously studied to maintain a continuous pipeline monitoring. In this context, researchers and developers aim to draw the attention of understanding more these challenges and try to overcome their drawbacks as highlighted in Sheltami et al. (2016) .
 The WSN-PMS energy challenge: The energy saving is a crucial issue that is largely studied due to its important effect on the entire sensing network lifetime and the deployment of sensor nodes along the pipeline. Recent works discuss this topic and propose new solutions to ensure an efficient monitoring process. Liu et al. (2016) presented a trade-off between energy saving and reliability. They analysed the energy consumption of sensor nodes in case of data fusion and no data fusion in order to evaluate the reliability of the WSN with different level of energy. They recognised that to follow low energy consumption with no full data fusion can guarantee an extended network cycle and a faster data processing. Consequently, they proposed and simulated a new algorithm of WSN transmission reliability model considering various energy restrictions. Li et al. (2016) proposed an energy-aware routing strategy to optimise the WSN energy consumption and to balance the energy load among nodes. A set of simulations were established to evaluate the suggested algorithm that highlighted its outperformance in terms of the heterogeneous energy capacities management and the data gathering efficiency. Naidja and Bilami (2017) proposed an efficient heterogeneous clustering routing protocol that supports multihopping. This protocol enabled a reliable environment sensing by providing a less complex centralised cluster nodes. On the other hand, by applying the multi-hop communication, authors aimed to offer energy conservation and high QoS at heterogeneous environment. In order to compare this proposed protocol with the well-known protocols, simulations were done and showed that it allowed a less end-to-end delay and improved the network lifetime.
 The WSN-PMS security challenge: The security risk presents a high-priority issue in WSN-PMS field. Many security solutions were employed to further improve the robustness of the network and avoid various attacks.
Wang et al. (2016) were interested on the Firefly Algorithm (FA) with random attraction and three neighbourhood search strategies (NSRaFA). This new swarm intelligence optimisation algorithm employed basically three strategies such as the dynamic parameter adjustment mechanism to allow an automatic adjustment of parameters during the search process, the random attraction model to reduce the computational time complexity and the three neighbourhood search operators to find the brighter fireflies. This hybrid method could improve the Steganalysis technique that was dedicated for information security by identifying suspected packages and hidden messages. Hao et al. (2016) examined and discussed the WSN resources management and scheduling as key issues in cloud computing. Owing to the high cost of deploying a data centre, different techniques were proposed to be ideal for balancing network traffic with great load balancing properties. In this work, authors surveyed many load balancing resource scheduling mechanisms including the static, dynamic, hybrid and intelligent strategies. Authors aimed to highlight the importance of such techniques on the network performance under various conditions. Load balancing was used to equilibrate the energy consumption by optimising the routing to extend the network lifetime. In addition, the investigated work showed that a real-time with load distribution routing guaranteed a secure real-time data transfer in WSN and, consequently, made the network more robust and had better resistance against attacks.
In other way, hardware protection is greatly advised with WSN sensor nodes to allow powerful nodes and trusted network. In this area, Bi et al. (2014) focused on the hardware security domain. They studied various emerging technologies such as Silicon NanoWire FETs (SiNW FETs) and Graphenebased symmetric tunnelling FETs (SymFETs) as post-CMOS technology. They exploited their unique physical properties in three hardware security approaches and revealed that their efficient use can protect circuits from different attacks and especially from the Intellectual Property (IP) piracy and the Trojan attack. Bi et al. (2016b) studied more the features of the emerging technologies in hardware security to cope with CMOS logic. They used the security metric to evaluate their merits which highlighted the performance of the emerging devices in terms of their adequate capacity to improve the circuit performance and to simplify the circuit structure. Consequently, more the hardware attacks are early prevented, more the robustness of embedded system design is guaranteed.
This topic was more discussed in Bi et al. (2016c) where authors focused on the Tunnelling FETs (TFET) and Silicon NanoWire FETs (SiNW FETs) emerging transistors which could offer superior security of embedded systems that are subject to hardware-level attacks such as Differential Power Analysis (DPA). Therefore, they presented an entire implementation of TFET-based CML KATAN cipher as a cryptographic primitive to enhance DPA resilience in order to offer low-power consumption and high security level compared to the CMOS-based CML counterparts.
In the same context, Bi et al. (2016a) tried to understand more the pros and cons of emerging technologies and to recognise the role of their I-V characteristics to improve the hardware security. They highlighted the adequate contribution of the new devices to enable sophisticated IP protection. Their main objective was to achieve a secure cryptography and intercept fault injection attacks.
Other security considerations were addressed and integrated into the design. Consequently, many researches were concentrated on the security solutions involving the Radio Frequency (RF) circuit design protection. Bi et al. (2015) underlined the influence of RF protection on hardware security. For this end, they proposed the split manufacturing method which was originally recommended by the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA). This solution was suitable for RF circuit design and able to enhance hardware resistance and reduce IP piracy which is ideal for industries to provide design security and prevent foundry. Then, in order to evaluate the RF designs protection level, a quantitative security evaluation method was implemented in addition to three different Front-End-of-Line (FEOL) and Back-End-of-Line (BEOL) separation and obfuscation methods that were introduced and had affirmed the efficiency of the split manufacturing method in RF Integrated Circuit trust.
 The WSN-PMS scalability challenge: The deployment of a large amount of heterogeneous sensor nodes along the pipeline leads to a massive quantity of various collected data. These diverse data need to be efficiently processed and analysed in scalable way in order to maintain a continuous system. In this context, Abbas et al. (2016) proposed a scalable nodes deployment algorithm with heterogeneous sensor nodes to offer an optimal coverage of the underwater pipeline and a flexible network in order to enable real time anomaly detection. This algorithm ensured the performance of the network regardless of the number of added sensor nodes.
In addition, other researchers focused on the deployment of intelligent WSN-PMS data processing under a distributed way. In fact, this solution provides a scalable system and a sustainable fluid supply. Accordingly, Khalfallah et al. (2016) suggested a new 3D strategy for underwater WSN deployment. A distributed repartition of sensor nodes along the pipeline was addressed to allow an optimal distributed data processing that handled the scalability issue and offered a best performance in terms of quality of monitoring.
 WSN-PMS cost of realisation challenge: The total system cost presents a critical issue in most WSN-PMS applications that can limit their contributions. Therefore, several works were interested on proposing and implementing new solutions sensitive to the cost system as it was described in Sankary and Ostfeld (2016) . Authors explored the best hydraulic conditions to establish a Mobile WSN in order to protect WDS from different hydraulic failures. Furthermore, in order to enhance their system, they took into consideration its design cost by calculating the total price of used material and proposing optimisation algorithms to meet the minimum cost and guarantee a smart network. Hence, to design an accurate WSN-PMS allowing a sophisticated fluid transmission and real-time leak detection and localisation, it is required to carry out about the operational cost to minimise it. Then, a simple and seamless system can be established easily as discussed in Kayaalp et al. (2017) .
Synthesis
The simple deployment and the exceptional role of WSN in recent researches and in industrial development make this technology very suitable for pipeline monitoring. The WSN-PMS is currently considered as a flexible solution for large transport line supervision thanks to its easy installation even in harsh and inaccessible terrain. Moreover, whatever the pipeline category, this monitoring technology is able to take into consideration its deployment requirements. In this paper, we focus on providing a deep study of the various WSN-PMS and we classify it, at a top level, into three major class, namely underground, underwater and above-ground pipeline monitoring systems based on the pipeline deployment environment. On other hand, we try to comprehensively collect the most recent works done in each class.
This classification of WSN-PMS serves to clarify the characteristics, challenges, requirements, sensed parameters, specifications and sensors used for each category. On the other hand, the WSN-PMS application domains can have common challenges including the energy, security, scalability and cost of realisation. These issues could be investigated and analysed due to their important impact on the network robustness.
Also, in order to guarantee a comprehensible and easy monitoring system deployment leading to a reliable monitoring pipeline, it is severely recommended to decide which architecture to deploy. This architecture depends either on the working environment or on the processing tools. Therefore, there are various WSN-PMS architectures like the one dimensional (1D), the two-dimensional (2D), the threedimensional (3D) and the four-dimensional (4D) architectures. Each one has its specifications, monitoring conditions and strategy requirements and its specific type of sensors used on and helps for designing the concerned WSN monitoring system. We present in Table 4 an example of a comparison between WSN-PMS applications.
It is estimated that in underground pipelines, the 3D architecture is more preferred due to the three tiers which simplifies and organises the communication and which combines the wireless and RF signals. For the underwater pipelines, the 3D and 4D architectures are employed to guarantee a communication as best as possible due to the sensible transmission conditions. The 4D architecture is required in case of a combination of underwater acoustic sensor network and underwater mobile sensor network. Furthermore, it is highlighted the possibility to combine RF signals and acoustic signals in the same communication process. This use of various signal types helps to coordinate the transmission, so that, for short distances, it is sufficient to use RF signals instead of acoustic signals which are used for longer distances. In most cases of above-ground pipelines, it needs low coverage sensor network; the 2D architecture suffices for this. Regardless of the WSN-PMS type (underground, underwater or above-ground), there are several challenges that must be, preferably, overcome. The power management, the energy consumption and the data and hardware security are the major and common challenges. Besides, among the underground WSN-PMS challenges, we can cite: the underground infrastructure, the deployment of a real-time monitoring and control, the transmission time synchronisation and so on. For the underwater WSN-PMS, it presents a huge number of challenges like it is cited in Felemban et al. (2015b) such as the Unpredictable Under water Environment, unscalability, low data rate, cost, etc.
The above-ground WSN-PMS can be considered as the less challenged system but it can face the difficult maintenance, reliable long range communication, precise time synchronisation as serious challenges.
The next section will draw the various leak detection methods implemented for the Pipeline Leak Detection System (PLDS). These methods are mainly based on the field data provided by WSN system. The effectiveness of a detection method depends on a set of conditions such as the specific covered domain, the process conditions, the monitored fluid (gas or liquid) and so on. Moreover, in order to insure the robustness of the leak detection method, it is strongly recommended by researchers to combine single methods in hybrid technique. This combination offers more efficient, quick and reliable Leak Detection System (LDS) as it is detailed below.
Pipeline leak detection
The detection of leaks in pipeline system, whatever its type (above ground, underground or underwater), is considered as an important task in order to protect it from several incidents. To avoid this critical situation, a lot of researches are focalising on the study of the different type of pipelines, their infrastructure, various anomalies which can occur during the transport process, and the required methods needed to detect and localise these sudden damages, etc. Consequently, a reliable and careful pipeline monitoring followed by a serious and immediate reaction is extremely necessary.
Leak detection systems
This section draws the various methods and techniques implemented for the Pipeline Leak Detection Systems (PLDS) to assist pipeline users in detecting and localising leaks as early as possible. These methods are based on WSN which offers an efficient parametric view of the pipeline system so that the monitored parameter is recorded by sensors and the on-line stream of data is provided to a specific system to detect and localise the leak.
Different classifications of these methods were established basing on different criteria such as the pipeline characteristics, the transported fluid, the leak detection and localisation capabilities, the communication process under the pipeline, the economics, and others. Murvay and Silea (2012) classified PLDS methods into non-technical and technical methods and referring to Sulaima et al. (2014 ), El-Shiekh (2010 ), and Geiger (2006 , they can be divided into non-continuous methods and continuous methods. Concerning the non-technical or also called non-continuous methods are based on the biological aspects. It doesn't use any device or program and rely only on human visual inspections or on natural sense of animals. This method isn't required in the leak detection system because of its no-continuous results and its limited use for the directly accessible pipelines. Technical or continuous methods are subcategorised into two groups such as externally based PLDS and internally based PLDS known as Computational Pipeline Monitoring (CPM) (Sulaima et al., 2014) . The Externally based PLDS methods (due to API 1130 2nd Ed. [Whaley et al., 1992] ) encompass the Software-Based Methods (SBM), employs local sensors and able to generate the leak alarm. Although they are characterised by their high accuracy and reliability, it is expensive and hard to implement. The internally based PLDS methods (also due to API 1130 2nd Ed.) include the Hardware-Based Methods (HBM) and use normal field sensors to monitor internal pipeline parameters such as pressure, flow rate, fluid temperature, etc. These two types of methods can be recapitulated in Figure 11 which syntheses the leak detection methods that can be applied either with liquids or gas.
Each leak detection method provides special functionalities that requires certain equipments, software, devices and provides specific results. In addition, it is important to choose the effective leak detection system in order to guarantee accurate and efficient results in terms of leak detection and pinpointing. Table 5 summarises the functionality of each method basing on the first classification, their advantages and disadvantages.
This comparative study of the existing LDS indicates that they can be distinguished by a set of criteria which decide the method performance level. Mainly, these criteria are the capability to determine the leak localisation and to estimate its size, the detection speed (Low or Fast), the cost and the level of difficulty of use and of retrofit. Accordingly, to decide which method to implement and to develop is considered as a critical task. In this area, the mentioned criteria help the researcher especially if the deployment LDS is located in hazardous environment and dedicated for long pipelines. These serious conditions require selecting a reliable and accurate method to guarantee a robust monitoring system even in case of high cost and complex process. This doesn't deny that there are other methods which simplify the detection task but it doesn't ensure sensitive and powerful results. (Sulaima et al., 2014) Other comparative researches, as highlighted in Sulaima et al. (2014) , evaluated the leak detection methods basing on primary considerations including the leak size estimation, response time, maintenance support and the secondary considerations including the sensitivity, accuracy, reliability, robustness leak location capability and the system cost. Authors in this paper considered the RTTM method as the best solution for leak detection and localisation under the PLDS. The first rank attributed for RTTM made this method strongly recommended for the design of a leak detection system.
Table 5
Comparison between the leak detection methods
Leak detection methods Functionality Advantages Disadvantages
Hardware based methods It is estimated that, although this effect of RTTM is costly, it can be approved if it is combined with an intelligent algorithm such as genetic algorithm or neural network to offer more advantages. In order to overcome the inconvenience of single methods and especially to reduce their cost, it is recommended to combine various PLDS methods in order to obtain hybrid systems. This solution is adopted by recent researchers to benefit from real-time detection of software-based methods and the ability to locate the leak offered by the hardware based methods. Several works (Murvay and Silea, 2012; Zhang et al., 2013b) admitted that this new technique defines a future trend in leak detection domain and serves as an optimal and available solution to make a protected PLDS.
The next section will concentrate on the different hybrid and enhanced methods for an accurate and effective leak detection process.
Hybrid leak detection systems
The combined technology which incorporates two or more various methods becomes a recent solution to overcome the disadvantages of single technologies. Thus, to guarantee reliable and accurate leak detection along the pipeline, several researches focus on the deployment of this technology to benefit from the positive features and capabilities of the two major methods such as the software-based methods and the hardware-based methods. Table 6 highlights different recent works applying this new technology in their researches. Table 6 Combined solutions for PLDS in the literature
Authors
Main purpose Main concluded ideas Year
Rashid et al.
Implements a collaborative approach combining the NPW method and an intelligent technique integrated in distributed WSN. -Deploys a distributed leakage detection algorithm in order to guarantee an efficient leak detection and localisation. -Trains the sensor node to classify the failure in the pipeline by the use of the learning machine process and specific classifiers.
Intelligent leak detection system based on WSN, including data pre-processing, data analysis and data de-noising provides a reliable leak detection and localisation with size estimation. The occurrence of the leak is obtained by the difference between the measured data (acquired data) and the estimated data (from the mathematical model).
2014
2015
Once this hybrid system is implemented, it is necessary to maintain its robustness. Therefore, Zhang et al. (2015) recommended that each single method should be run independently and they only need information exchange between each other. Furthermore, various suggested combined solutions were highlighted as it is summarised in Table 7 . Table 7 Example of suggested combined methods
Combined solutions Projected improvements
Fibre optic + RTTM -Improve the temperature modelling.
Statistical analysis + NPW -Improve the overall performance of reliability, sensitivity and accuracy.
Statistical analysis + RTTM -Reduce false alarms in the RTTM LDS.
Interpretation
Referring to the previous study and the mentioned leak detection methods, it seems more efficient to benefit from the advantages of various methods. This technique is able to guarantee an optimal PLDS with the minimum of errors and best accuracy and to overcome the inconvenience of single method deployment.
To choose the appropriate method to implement depends on the user's requirements. Therefore, if the objective is to focus on internal pipeline parameters such as the pressure, temperature, flow rate and others, the software-based methods should be implemented. However, if it is needed to monitor the external pipeline parameters, it is recommended to deploy the hardware-based methods.
For hardware-based methods, the expensive system implementation is the major characteristic due to the intensive use of materials and instruments. Therefore, most researches focus on the deployment of software-based methods depending on the required system. If the main goal is to assure a sensitive and accurate PLDS whatever the cost and regardless of the complexity of implementation, it is recommended to adopt the RTTM method which is widely used thanks to its real-time monitoring and its capability to find the leak position and its size by comparing the acquired data from the WSN system with the calculated data. These calculated data are obtained by resolving a mathematical model. In addition, this method is able to estimate the flow according to the measured parameter values for either transient or steady-state events. If the simplicity of the leak detection method is more essential than the accuracy, it is advisable to use simple and cheap methods such as the balancing systems or the pressure analysis methods. But, these methods are more likely to have many errors and more false alarms which reduce their accuracy and effectiveness.
The idea of combining accurate methods, in a complementary manner, is the best way to offer the best PLDS in terms of robustness and performance especially in case of long pipelines travelling high hazard areas. This situation requires strongly the implementation of hybrid methods to enhance the monitoring process and guarantee a safer environment. Furthermore, the use of intelligent algorithms such as the Genetic Algorithm or Artificial Neural Network with a leak detection method can increase the system optimisation and accuracy.
An idea for a future leak detection method is to combine the RTTM method with an intelligent algorithm to reinforce the RTTM's accuracy and offer optimal results. Despite the high use of instruments required by RTTM, it can ensure an instantly pipeline monitoring systems implemented in hard conditions.
Conclusion
The Pipeline Monitoring System based on WSN is revealed to be in important technology used to monitor pipelines employed for the transportation of various fluids over a small or large distance. These pipelines can be deployed in different environments implying different pipeline scenarios such as underground, underwater or above ground. Each scenario is characterised by specific design parameters which influence the required monitored data, the technique for detecting anomalies through pipelines, and the type of sensor nodes that must be used in each development environment. Furthermore, although it was possible to provide a reliable system allowing a flexible, scalable and in time monitoring, this domain is still a challenging one and several requirements should be taken into account especially about the energy consumption, the localisation of hazards, the power management, etc. These challenges increase with the harmful processing conditions, the limited network life time, the uncontrolled use of memory and the complexity of the network architecture, which can complicate the identification and localisation of disasters.
Accordingly, several research works focused on these constraints by proposing new technologies, new methods and algorithms. Therefore, to employ an ideal WSN-PMS in real conditions requires a lot of resources, an efficient knowledge about the terrain, the specific data to sense and the type of sensor nodes which must be used to collect it. In addition, it is important to choose the adequate simulation environment which is able to help the researcher to implement the monitoring network in experiment environment at real conditions. The field of data resulting from an accurate WSN-PMS can be used as in input for a specific leak detection method to ensure a reliable PLDS. A variety of monitoring methods are implemented in various researches and each one is required for specific conditions. Moreover, several recent and new methods are proposed and used in order to reach the objective of PLDS optimisation but it still usually depends on the user's requirements.
